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Lion and the Gazelle Topic : The  

Name: ______________________________                     Date: _______________ 

Q 1: Put “T” opposite the correct statement and “F” for incorrect 

sentences.                                                    

1- In 1971, the United Arab Emirates has flourished at an unprecedented 

rate.    T  

2- A nation ‘s development happens overnight or by accident.          F  

3- Arabs invented the triangular-shaped lateen sail.                           T  

4- The Arabic language ranks sixth among the languages of more than 6 

billion people.                                                                                  T  

5- The secret behind a nation ‘s greatness lies in its military clout.     F  

6- The new economy need huge manufacturing and production          T 

complexes. 

7- Manufacturing replaces farming.                                                      F  

8- The information economy will replace the industrial economy.       F  

9- Progress is an accumulative process .                                                T  

Q2: Answer the following questions: 

1- How can we serve our community and embrace its aspirations, both 

now and in the future? 

By assuring our people economic growth, education, health, security, 

stability, comfort, leisure opportunities and freedom of movement.  

2- Why did Abu Jafar Al Mansur select Baghdad to build the capital of 

the Abbasid dynasty?  
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He chose Baghdad for the simple fact that it straddled the commercial 

and maritime crossroads of the time.     

3- Why did Allah give his believers sight, vision, and perception?   

To understand their environment and the consequences of their 

actions.  

4- Who will pioneer the economy?     

The pioneers will be those countries able to benefit from the 

opportunities presented by the new economy which, at the same time, 

will be ready to master the challenges, changes and problems.  

5- What is the secret of success in the race of development the  

nations?      

Overcoming the challenges in the race for excellence is the secret of 

success.  

 

6- What is the reason behind defeat and trailing behind nations?   

Failing to overcoming the challenges.  

7- What is the meaning of Globalization?   

   It is the way forward; it is the environment in which international     

interaction will take place both now and in the future, and it is already 

taking root in the economy, productivity, communications and advanced 

technology.  

8- What are the two main productive ages in the world’s economic 

history?   

Farming age – industrial age.  

Q3 : Complete the following sentences :   

1- Nation building is the result of intense efforts at building a  

2- If you are not leading, you will be left behind.  

3- The greatest failure is when decide not to stand up again. 

4- H. H Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashid served as the UAE Minister of 

Defense.  

5- Nations can only overtake other nations through economic and not 

military power. 
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6- The shortest way to the bright future lies in a creative and pioneering 

approach. 

7- A true leader must learn to delegate. 

8- The new economic ignore geographic and political boundaries and 

open its door to all those who engage it. 

9- If we want to lead in the new economy, we would need to promote the 

quality of our services.  

10- Speed is necessary, because the fastest overtakes the biggest. 

11- Each generation faces new challenges and consecutive generations 

are a succession of challenges. 

12- Leader’s duty to develop the leadership skills of those he believes 

are suitable. 

13- The development of the compass allowed Arab mariners, to 

continue sailing at night even in cloudy weather. 

14- The Moroccans killed the Portuguese ‘s monarch, king Sebastian, 

in the battle of the Grand Castle. 

 

 


